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The trailer and subsequent videos of the magnum-opus MX Original series Ramyug, is finally here! Get ready to witness the epic story of Ramayana brought to life in this majestic series, directed by Ku ...
A Triumph Of Size, Scale And Spectacle; Visuals Of MX Original Series Ramyug Have Left Us In Awe - WATCH
Check out all the episodes and seasons of Show Name along with all videos, photos, trailers and synopsis. Diganth Manchale,Kabir Duhan Singh,Vivan Bhatena,Tisca Chopra,Dalip Tahil,Anup Soni,Vikram ...
Ramyug - An MX Original Series
Plus Virginie Despentes’s ‘Vernon Subutex 3’ and Will Leitch’s ‘How Lucky.’ ...
Fiction: Paul Theroux’s ‘Under the Wave at Waimea’
Rabindranath Tagore’s works contributed to ushering in a renaissance in Bengal as the poet or ‘Kabi Guru’ openly wrote on otherwise tabooed topics exploring the depths of the human mind, desire, ...
Rabindra Jayanti 2021: Here are some of the most famous works of Rabindranath Tagore
The Mahabharata is a 2,000 year old sacred text whose central message is “everyone dies.” And yet professor Arti Dhand has found it a place of solace through the pandemic.
When the pandemic hit this researcher turned to a 2,000 year old story — the Mahabharata
In his epic new novel, 'Cloud Cuckoo Land,' the Pulitzer Prize–winning author tells the story of an ancient text that connects characters across history.
Anthony Doerr Knows the Power of the Book
Truscott had recently set about training to be a surf life saver. He also served as a hose man in Western Australia’s Darlington Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade. His death has saddened many people outside ...
Jim Truscott’s life of endless adventure never slowed down
Gabe Robare, host of The Prospect’s podcast “Book-ish,” recommends six different books to read this summer, drawing from widely varying genres and authors.
What to read this summer
Warning: the number of corpses could actually exceed the page count in Tom Lin's addictively gruesome debut, The Thousand Crimes of Ming Tsu ...
Review: The Thousand Crimes of Ming Tsu
A brand new website incorporating a whole host of content from Tabletop Gaming and Miniature Wargames magazines ...
Epic Encounters: Shrine of the Kobold Queen & Lair of the Red Dragon Review
The series has reinvented the genre with compulsive characters, a meaningful portrayal of racial politics and a strong emotional heart ...
Leigh Bardugo and the stars of Netflix’s Shadow and Bone on why you don’t need violence to make a fantasy epic
For Rosario Dawson, the new movie “The Water Man” is flowing with beauty. The fantasy drama tells the story of a boy who ventures out in search of the mythical, immortal Water Man in hopes of finding ...
Rosario Dawson discusses her portrayal of a mother battling leukemia in fantasy film ‘The Water Man’
Fortnite” maker Epic Games and Apple kicked off their three-week trial Monday in a courtroom battle that could have far reaching implications for the iPhone maker’s business model and U.S. antitrust ...
Apple takes its fight with Epic Games over the App Store to court
Tim Sweeney is responsible for one of the world’s most successful videogames. Does he have what it takes to defeat the world’s biggest company?
Fortnite’s Mastermind Goes to Battle With Apple
Spanning generations, with its prequels and sequels, the movies have remained a prominent part of the Zeitgeist since the 70s. Which one is your favorite?
Every Star Wars Movie Ranked, According to Critics
Lacey Bakker, who’s just published Paul Moscarella’s ‘Machinia,’ is taking to the open road, big time, Jeff Mahoney writes.
Hamilton publisher takes to the road in a motorhome to promote new sci-fi epic
Foo Fighters leader and massive rock geek Dave Grohl remembers, and with his new documentary, “What Drives Us,” he wants to make sure that you and your fellow rock ‘n’ roll friends never forget.
Column: Dave Grohl’s new streaming rock doc is an epic road trip
But as the year has continued on its merry way, it's becoming clearer what 2021 movies aren't getting the attention they so duly deserve. From underseen comedies and totally insane gorefests to ...
The Most Underrated Movies Of 2021
Struggling to keep up with all the latest releases? Here’s a look at what’s releasing this week across languages, on streaming ...
Everything Releasing This Week On Streaming (3rd To 9th May)
Among the winners in 14 categories were short story writer Deesha Philyaw ... of image that never let the riveted reader settle into one groove.” Chang devoted some of her speech to decrying recent ...
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